
Franz Liszt—Funerailles 

From a cycle of 10 pieces called Harmonies poétiques et religieuses (Poetic and Religious Harmonies), Liszt’s Funerailles is 

without a doubt the most well-known of the set, and one of his most famous pieces.  This may be largely owing to a middle 

section which exhibits one of the more hair-raising and exhilarating (and/or disastrous) technical challenges in the piano 

repertoire: a thunderous tumult of left hand octaves in ceaseless ostinato patterns.  Many pianists can be watched or listened to on 

youtube who deal with this famous passage successfully (or not-so-successfully!)—growing up I often used to fast-forward my 

cd or tape to the “octave section” to see how someone handled this tremendous challenge.  The work is quite beautiful besides—

bearing the subtitle “October 1849,” it is thought to have been written with the memory of three men in mind, all who died in the 

Hungarian uprising against the Hapsburgs in the previous year.  Some have conjectured Liszt experienced a deep personal trauma 

because of their deaths and the failure of the uprising (it is worth noting he was himself one of the most famous Hungarians of all 

time).  Others have cited Chopin as an inspiration for the work—Chopin was a friend of Liszt, and died only months before the 

work was written.  It is also well-known that the famous octave section previously mentioned was, by Liszt’s own admission, 

lifted from Chopin’s “Heroic” Polonaise (and in the hands of the Hungarian, made even more difficult).  In any 

case, Funerailles is a mournful, tearful, yet (like the Polonaise) heroic work—the opening pages have been equated to the distant 

ringing of church bells across a battlefield—a battlefield which has become a gravesite.  This enormous, relentless ringing (A 

section) builds and builds to a thundering climax which is suddenly interrupted by what I feel must surely be trumpet calls, 

signaling the beginning of the funeral procession.  The procession begins (B section)—a mournful dirge with a drooping, heavy 

left hand melody and right hand chords which never alleviate an almost suffocation tension.  This death march again builds to a 

climax which is subverted and brought to a total stop before the third section, which is of an entirely different character.  A-flat, 

(for Liszt, the key which signifies love) is introduced, enveloping a luminous melody, marked lagrimosa (tearfully).  The melody 

seems tentative at first, but is soon more expressive—I find the music here to be incredibly beautiful and evocative, if extremely 

sad.  It is possible to project on this section, in light of what is known of Funerailles, a memory—perhaps even one which did not 

take place—of an intimate dialogue between two people who would have been together for a long time, were it not for an 

unpredicted tragedy.  This tender, fragile dream becomes a passionate duet, written in classic Lisztian style, with octaves and 

chords abounding.  Again rising to a climax—this time intense and impassioned—the music stops short of the expected cadence, 

and slowly the left hand begins a repeating ostinato figure deep in the bass register of the piano which signals the approach of 

something undaunted and heroic. The right hand enters with unstoppable martial chords.  As you will hear (hopefully), the single-

note ostinato in the left hand becomes a rumbling roar of octaves, relentlessly surging back and forth in the bass under the 

increasingly excited right hand—we have entered the famous octaves section.  After a pummeling up the keyboard, the funeral 

procession will re-enter, doubled in its furious, hell-bent energy; the heroicism of the octaves is swallowed up.  But the grieving 

procession does not get the last word; interestingly, Liszt gives us one last a glimpse of the beautiful “love” melody, and then 

makes an exit which contains music you will most certainly recognize. 


